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Persistent’s Cloud Account Management Portal

With enterprises rapidly embracing multiple clouds, keeping tabs  
on all accounts across various cloud providers becomes complicated.  
It’s difficult to keep security and access policies consistent across cloud 
providers, and the complexity of multi-cloud can lead to security gaps and 
a larger attack surface. In fact, enterprises often lack a 360-degree view 
of their infrastructure across clouds, which makes keeping track of assets, 
performance, costs, and metrics a steep challenge. What’s more, orchestrating 
cloud services to meet specific business process and accelerator needs ends 
up being a slow process across a diverse cloud environment.

Persistent’s Cloud Account Management Portal offers 
a single interface to manage all your needs across 
cloud providers such as Google, Amazon, and Azure. 
The portal gives you a bird’s eye view of all your 
cloud assets, helping you track cost and performance 
across all cloud providers through a central window 
without the hassle of switching between individual 
cloud management tools. With its identity access 

management and continuous threat detection,  
the portal helps you eliminate unauthorized access, 
accelerate issue detection, and improve your cloud 
security posture. It’s one touch deployment templates 
such as the domain-based contact center template 
and VDI with file sharing template lets you quickly 
deploy business applications across clouds.



How it Works

Discovery (Advisory Phase)

Process Flow

Key Benefits

\  Central organization
\  Account creation / 

migration
\  Identify fundamental OU 

(FOU) account
\  Additional OU based on 

account level compliance
\  Account — control policies 

security audit
 -  Service control policies 

(SCPs)
 -  Account auditing
\  Cost explorer

Billing and Cost Advisory

\  Resource tagging
\  Resource utilization
\  Pro-active alerts
 -  Underutilized resources
 -  Over utilized resources
 -  Unnecessary storage / backup resources
 -  Inactive running resources

\  Fully automated central governance and 
management across accounts

\  Control access and permissions
\  One click-audit, monitor and secure 

environment
\  Centrally managed cost and billing
\  Trusted advisory

Portal Framework

\  New account
 -  Customer account 

creation
 -  Move customer account 

under FOU / additional OU
 -  Apply customize SCPs
\  Existing account
 -  Test and apply customize 

SCPs
 -  Move to FOU / additional OU
 -  Account security auditing

Portal Governance

\  Continuous threat  
detection monitoring

 -  Malware detection
 -  Intrusion detection
 -  Software assessment — 

host and network level
\  Scheduled security auditing
 -  Identify access 

management
 -  Logging
 -  Monitoring
 -  Networking

Get a single portal to manage all your clouds today. Request Demo
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About Persistent
We are a trusted Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization partner, combining deep technical expertise and industry experience to help our 
clients anticipate what’s next. Our offerings and proven solutions create a unique competitive advantage for our clients by giving them the power to 
see beyond and rise above. We work with many industry-leading organizations world-wide including 14 of the 30 most innovative US companies, 
80% of the largest banks in the US and India, and numerous innovators across the healthcare ecosystem. Our company fosters a values-driven and 
people-centric work environment. Our strength of over 22,500+ employees is spread over 18 different countries across the globe.
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Persistent Systems Limited
Bhageerath, 402
Senapati Bapat Road
Pune 411016
Tel:  +91 (20) 6703 0000
Fax:  +91 (20) 6703 0008

USA
Persistent Systems, Inc.
2055 Laurelwood Road, Suite 210
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel: +1 (408) 216 7010
Fax: +1 (408) 451 9177
Email: info@persistent.com

www.persistent.com

https://www.persistent.com/services/core-it-modernization/cloud-and-infrastructure/#sectionContact

